


THE MAGIC OF WORDS
Words are so magical they are
Without them, no one will be where
they are.
So powerful they are,
So don’t forget how important they
are.
The type of words you use,
Should be the type
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You want others to use
I can change lives
So can it ruin lives
Once spoken,
Can’t be taken
Choose them carefully
And use them wisely.



THE MAGIC OF WORDS
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A single word,
Can light up someone’s world
A compliment
Is all that should be sent
By going the extra mile
We can make a person smile
Something we wish people would say
To make our day
Why don’t we go first?
For the comfort boundary to burst
We just have to wait,
But it becomes too late
It's only a few words of kindness,
To make a day full of happiness
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Even a single letter
Adding move to make it better
Nothing but a word
Which everyone uses in the world
One word, just one
Can either make their day
Or make their happiness delay
One word just one,
Can make them question their existence
Or make themselves their own
So marks my WORDS
Whatever you say
Will always come back to you someday
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And when they enter our ears 
it is so fantastic
Words can be expressed 
through writings, poems, and essays
It can also lead one into 
different thought mazes
If the words spoken are bad
It can make a person’s mind sad

The magical words 
Can make a person’s life better
It does not matter 
how much ever he stutters
For good words make 
one’s surroundings positive,
Removing thoughts that are negative
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Prevails again the magic of words 
Grace and style embarrassed by all
Speeches and write ups 
Learning new skills 
Listening and reading 
Reminiscing old things
Yeilding have many 
In front of thy might
Your importance no one can deny
Holding the power 
To make or break bonds 
A single word 
Slashes all in faith



God’s precious gift
Can get life a supreme lift
Can make life go adrift
If we don’t think and 
use it swift
Can make life elegant
And make it precious
It can also make it discordant
And Ruthless and barbaros
Can bring life expertise 
And make it proficient
Can make us “Please”
And make life deficient
The commanding usher of life 
And the heart vigour of life 
Can be used as a knife 
And keeps us alive
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THE MAGIC OF WORDS
The most faithful ally
On whom we can ever rely 
And the most fearful arrangement 
Who can get life a spooky mist 
The uncharted reality of life 
Is to craft a deliberate pick 
That can make you sigh 
With deplore or peace


